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Abstract
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have
developed rapidly and attracted large number
of learners. In this work, we present MAs-
sistant system, a personal knowledge assis-
tant for MOOC learners. MAssistant helps
users to trace the concepts they have learned
in MOOCs, and to build their own concept
graphs. There are three key components in
MAssistant: (i) a large-scale concept graph
built from open data sources, which contains
concepts in various domains and relations
among them; (ii) a browser extension which
interacts with learners when they are watch-
ing video lectures, and presents important con-
cepts to them; (iii) a web application allowing
users to explore their personal concept graphs,
which are built based on their learning activ-
ities on MOOCs. MAssistant will facilitate
the knowledge management task for MOOC
learners, and make the learning on MOOCs
easier.

1 Introduction

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have ex-
perienced a rapid development since 2012. Many
MOOC platforms have been launched, including
Coursera1, edX2, and Udacity3 etc. MOOCs have
become increasingly popular, and attracted mil-
lions of online users. By 2018, Coursera has en-
rolled 37 million students, and the total number of
MOOC learners all over the world has reached 100
million4. Compared to traditional online learning
courses, MOOCs provide a new and flexible way
for people to acquire knowledge and skills.

MOOC lectures are mainly delivered in short
videos, each video covers a specific topic. When

∗ Corresponding author: Z.Wang(zcwang@bnu.edu.cn)
1https://www.coursera.org
2https://www.edx.org
3https://www.udacity.com
4https://www.classcentral.com/report/moocs-stats-and-

trends-2018/

taking courses on MOOC platforms, learners will
meet important concepts in video lectures. Usu-
ally, learners will take notes about the important
concepts, and figure out key relations among them.
After finishing one or several courses, revisiting
and organizing the learned concepts is very impor-
tant for learners to build their own knowledge sys-
tem. To facilitate the knowledge management task
for MOOC learners, we build a personal knowl-
edge assistant system called MAssistant. MAs-
sistant has a large-scale concept graph built from
open data, which covers concepts and their rela-
tions in various domains. MAssistant can identify
and record important concepts in MOOC lectures
for its users, and provide user-friendly interfaces
to allow users to annotate and explore concepts
they have learned. By interacting with users dur-
ing their learning activities on MOOCs, MAssis-
tant is able to generate a personal concept graph
for each user, which contains inter-connected con-
cepts, lectures and courses.

MAssistant can be accessed at https://
kg.bnu.edu.cn. There is also a screen-
cast at https://youtu.be/X40X1T9fNJg
which demonstrates the usage of our system. We
believe that MAssistant can make the study easier
for MOOC learners.

2 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our
MAssistant system. In the backend of our sys-
tem, a concept graph and a database are used to
support the functions of MAssistant. The con-
cept graph is built from several open datasets, in-
cluding Wikipedia5, WikiData6, MultiWiBi7, and
WordNet8. It contains concepts and their rela-

5https://www.wikipedia.org
6https://www.wikidata.org/
7http://wibitaxonomy.org
8https://wordnet.princeton.edu

https://kg.bnu.edu.cn
https://kg.bnu.edu.cn
https://youtu.be/X40X1T9fNJg
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Figure 1: System architecture of MAssistant

tions in various domains, and serves as the key
basis of our system. There is also a concept link-
ing component associated with the concept graph,
which identifies and links concepts in courses to
the concept graph. The database is used to store
user-specific information on concepts and courses.
Learned concepts and courses are all recorded in
the database for each user. Users’ personal con-
cept graphs are subgraphs of the system’s con-
cept graph, which are generated based on the user-
specific information in the database. In the fron-
tend, our system uses a browser extension and a
web application to offer users helpful functions
on tracing concepts in MOOCs. The browser ex-
tension interacts with users when they are watch-
ing video lectures, and the web application allows
users to explore their personal concept graphs af-
ter leaving MOOC platforms.

3 User Interfaces

Figure 2 shows the overview of MAssistant’s user
interfaces. MAssistant interacts with users via a
browser extension and a web application. This
section introduces them in detail.

3.1 Browser Extension

The browser extension is installed in the browser,
which can be used by users when they are taking
MOOC lectures. When watching a video lecture,
the user can click the icon of the extension, which

will activate a popup window in the upper right
corner of the browser. The popup window shows
important concepts in the current lecture opened
in the browser, and let users do simple annotations
on concepts. As shown in Figure 2, the window of
browser extension shows a concept timeline and a
concept graph to users.

Concept Highlights in Timeline. When a user
opens the webpage of a video lecture in the
browser, the browser extension of MAssistant ex-
tracts important concepts from the transcript of
the video, and presents them in a timeline to the
user. The concepts are listed by the order in which
they appear in the video. Users can quickly get an
overview of the concepts mentioned in the lecture,
which helps them to well understand the knowl-
edge structure of the lecture. Users can click the
concept in the timeline, and a webpage in our web
application will be opened to show more informa-
tion on the concept.

Concept Graph with Learning States. The
browser extension visualizes a small concept
graph illustrating important relations among con-
cepts. By right clicking on the concepts in the
graph, users can easily annotate the concepts in
one of three states: leanred, learning, and tolearn.
Learned concepts are those learners have already
mastered; concepts in tolearn state are unfamiliar
to the learners; concepts in learning state are those
that the learners are learning but haven’t mastered
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Figure 2: Overview of MAssistant’s interfaces

yet. MAssistant will record users’ annotations on
the concepts, and later users can get a summary of
their knowledge states in the web application.

3.2 Web Application

The web application provides users with their
personal concept graphs, which contains all the
MOOCs and concepts they have learned. MAs-
sistant presents several views to users to explore
their concept graphs, including a visualization of
concept graph, a course page, a concept page and
a study timeline.
Visualization of concept graph. As shown in
Figure 2, the homepage of MAssistant visualizes
a personal concept graph for a login user. The
graph contains all the MOOC lectures and con-
cepts that the user has learned so far. Lectures are
nodes in gray in the graph. Concepts are in three
colors, each of which identifies a different learn-
ing state of the concept. If a concept appears in a
lecture, there is a link between them in the graph.
This concept graph is a personalized one, differ-
ent users get distinct graphs built from their own
learning experiences on MOOCs. When clicking
on the nodes in the concept graph, users will be
directed to pages of the corresponding courses or
concepts.
Course page. The course page shows lectures and
concepts in the courses a user has learned. For
each course, a tree structure is generated in the

course page, which organizes lectures and con-
cepts in it. Figure 3 shows an example of the tree
for the Machine Learning course in Coursera. The
root of the tree is the course Machine Learning,
the inner nodes are lectures in the course, the leaf
nodes are concepts in the corresponding lectures.
The concepts are also in colors, representing their
learning states of the current user. By clicking the
lecture nodes or concept nodes, the user will be di-
rected to the MOOC platforms or the concept page
in our web application.

Concept page. The concept page shows detailed
information of a specific concept. As shown in
Figure 4, there are three sections in the concept
page. The first section shows the definition of the
concept, which is obtained from Wikipedia. The
second section visualizes important concept rela-
tions of the current one. Three kinds of relations
are shown, including IsA, Prerequisite, and Relat-
edTo. Details about how concepts’ relations are
established will be introduced in Section 4.

Study Timeline. The study timeline displays all
the MOOC lectures a user has taken in the order of
the occurrence time, as shown in Figure 5. Con-
cepts are also outlined together with the lectures in
which they appeared. Users can review the learn-
ing history in their study timelines.
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Figure 3: Tree structure showing lectures and concepts in a course

4 Concept Graph of MAssistant

The basis of MAssistant system is a large-scale
concept graph. This section introduces how this
concept graph is built and how the lectures are
linked to the concept graph.

4.1 Creating Concepts

To build a concept graph covering concepts in var-
ious domains, data from Wikipedia is used as the
knowledge source. Wikipedia contains huge num-
ber of articles and rich links among them. Each
article in Wikipedia describes a subject with texts
and structured tables. In this work, we consider
each Wikipedia page describing a concept, and
create a concept in our concept graph from ev-
ery Wikipedia page. Some pages in Wikipedia
are created for administration purposes, they are
excluded from our concept graph. By the above
method, 17,688,418 concepts are created in the
concept graph.

4.2 Creating Relations

We consider three kinds of relations between con-
cepts to be useful and important for knowledge
learning. They are IsA, Prerequisite, and Relat-
edTo. IsA relation defines the hierarchy of con-
cepts, which is indispensable for helping learn-
ers to organize the learned concepts. Prerequi-
site relation identifies the dependencies between

concepts in the learning process, which tells the
learning orders of concepts. RelatedTo relation
connects highly related concepts in the concept
graph, which is helpful for recommending new
concepts to the learners. There are 7,054,983 IsA
relations, 15,614,563 Prerequisite relations, and
823,494,078 RelatedTo relations in the concept
graph. The methods of creating these relations are
introduced as follows.
IsA Relation. Several approaches have been pro-
posed to extract IsA relations from Wikipedia.
Some approaches focus on extracting IsA rela-
tions from the category network of Wikipedia, oth-
ers obtain IsA relations from Wikipedia articles.
Among the previous approaches, MultiWiBi (Flati
et al., 2016) automatically creates concept hier-
archy by integrating the taxonomy of Wikipedia
pages and categories in multiple languages. The
taxonomy built by MultiWiBi has high quality and
coverage. We use the IsA relations in MultiWiBi
to establish IsA relations among concepts in our
concept graph. We also obtain IsA relations from
WordNet and Wikidata, and import them to our
concept graph. For WordNet, we treat nouns in it
as concepts, and extract hypernym-hyponym rela-
tions in WordNet as IsA relations among concepts.
For WikiData, we treat each item as a concept,
and extract instance of and subclass of relations
as IsA relations. After obtaining IsA relations from
WordNet and Wikidata, we first match their con-
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Figure 4: Concept page in MAssistant

cepts with those in our concept graph, and then
add the IsA relations to the concept graph.
Prerequisite Relation Prerequisite relations be-
tween concepts can be discovered from Wikipedia
links (Liang et al., 2015), university curricu-
lum (Liang et al., 2017) and MOOCs (Pan et al.,
2017). Mainly following the work of Liang
et al. (2018), we discover prerequisite relations
among concepts by using features computed from
Wikipedia links and MOOC lectures. Table 1 out-
lines all the features we use. To restrict the number
of candidate prerequisite relations, we only select
concept pairs appearing in the same MOOC lec-
tures or directly linked to each other in Wikipedia
as the candidates. For each candidate concept pair,
we first compute the features in Table 1, and then
feed the features to a logistic regression model
to determine whether they have the prerequisite
relation. The logistic regression model is pre-
trained on the Wikipedia concept map dataset built
by Wang et al. (2016) .
RelatedTo Relation. RelatedTo relation con-
nects concepts that have high semantic related-
ness. To automatically create the RelatedTo re-
lation between concepts, we compute relatedness

Figure 5: Study timeline in MAssistant

Table 1: Features for discovering prerequisite relations
between concepts A and B

Features Explanation
RefD Reference distance of A and B in

Wikipedia (Liang et al., 2015).
In degree The in degree of A/B in Wikipedia.
Out degree The out degree of A/B in

Wikipedia.
#Links Number of links from A/B to B/A.
Link proportion The proportion of common in-links

shared by A and B.
NGD The normalized Google Distance

between A and B (Milne and Wit-
ten, 2008) .

#Cooccurrence Number of times that A and B ap-
pearing in the same MOOC lec-
tures.

of concepts using word embedding and network
embedding techniques. More specifically, we
first build a corpus containing only concepts by
extracting sequences of anchor texts (concepts’
names) in Wikipedia pages. Then the Skip-gram
model (Mikolov et al., 2013) is used to learn em-
beddings of concepts in the corpus. Besides, we
also build a network of concepts by using page
links in Wikipedia. The node2vec model (Grover
and Leskovec, 2016) is used to learn embeddings
of concepts in the network. The relatedness of two
concepts are computed as the average of the co-
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sine similarities between their word embeddings
and network embeddings. Two kinds of embed-
dings capture both textual and topological context
information of concepts, we believe that combin-
ing them leads to more accurate concept related-
ness. To avoid computing relatedness of all the
concepts pairs, we restrict the candidate concepts
of RelatedTo relation to those have direct links to
each other in Wikipedia. Concept pairs with relat-
edness no less than a threshold (0.3 in our system)
will be linked by RelatedTo relation in our concept
graph.

4.3 Concept Linking

Concept linking is to identify concepts mentioned
in a MOOC lecture, and link them to the target
concepts in our concept graph. Concept linking is
important to build connections between MOOCs
and our concept graph. To achieve this task, our
system first gets the transcripts of the lectures via
the browser extension, and then use the DBpedia-
Spotlight9 to annotate Wikipedia links in the tran-
scripts. Since the concepts in our concept graph
are all from Wikipedia, the annotated Wikipedia
links can be easily replaced with concepts in our
concept graph.

Although DBpedia-Spotlight can find concepts
in the transcripts with high precision, not all the
detected concepts are important in the lectures.
Presenting all the identified concepts to users will
not help them at all. Among all the detected con-
cepts, we need to find the key concepts in the lec-
tures. Therefore, we use a greedy concept selec-
tion method to incrementally select concepts hav-
ing high relatedness to the main subject of the lec-
tures. First, concepts appearing in the lecture ti-
tle are taken as the initial key concepts; then, the
concept having the highest average relatedness to
the already selected ones is incrementally added
to the set of key concepts. The selection process
finishes when the relatedness between the selected
concepts and the new one is less than a threshold.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents MAssistant, a personal knowl-
edge assistant for MOOC learners. MAssistant
provides users with helpful functions to trace the
concepts they have learned in MOOCs, and to
build their own concept graphs. MAssistant is
already in service at https://kg.bnu.edu.

9https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org

cn, and the documentation of the system is avail-
able at https://massistant.github.io.

In the future work, we will develop more func-
tions for users to interact with MAssistant. For
example, MAssistant will allow users to add or
delete concepts in their personal concept graph.
In addition, we will also study how to use users’
annotations on concepts to improve the quality of
concept relations in MAssistant system.
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